Product Designer – transform complexity into
intuitive customer journeys
Make your impact and be part of shaping the future for SameSystem; a Danish
Software-as-a-Service company. You will be part of a 50-man Product Tribe and be
the Product designer in a domain squad. We adhere to an agile mindset, and we go
far to empower you and your team – advocating you to make your own decisions
and take chances, turning failures into opportunities.
We are the Great Explorers United, and these three words represent our values in
the product team: always strive to improve your craftmanship; always challenge the
status quo and explore for better ways; always help each other.

Your role in the Company
As a Product designer, you will work closely with your squad and your chapter – the
Product design chapter, where all the designers collaborate across the different
squads. Together with the squad you go from forming the initial ideas, to co-create
the concepts with the customers, and finally executing the implementation – always
striving to work iteratively and frequently pushing small updates to gather feedback.
We work with OKRs, allowing you to interpret the overall vision of our product into
concrete objectives together with your squad and within your product domain.

Your responsibilities will be:
•

Work in a cross-functional team, create concepts, and design customer
journeys.

•

Initiate data collection, analyze it, and work from it.

•

Research retail and hospitality industries.

•

Design high fidelity UI mockups.

•

Contribute to and improve design systems.

•

Take part in shaping the direction for your Squad team.

•

Take part in the Product design chapter ceremonies, get, and deliver
feedback.

•

Help your squad and chapter members.

Your profile:
•

You are passionate and motivated about your work – you are driven by
improving yourself and making an impact wherever you can.

•

You are a team-player and take the time to help your colleagues.

•

You are a skillful Product designer with a good grip on design patterns and
best practices within the SaaS environment.

•

You can dissect complexity and you are able to put yourself into the shoes of
the user.

•

You work well with data – collecting it, analyzing it, and applying it.

•

You are fearless and not afraid to think outside-the-box and provide
innovative solutions to problems.

We have a great focus on continuous learning and development; both personally
and professionally. For that reason, we have a dedicated Chapter Lead assisting and
empowering you as a Product designer. Beyond that we offer courses for
developing your unique skills, making you the best of what you do.
We are looking for the best of you, because at SameSystem we all do our best together. Come join!

SameSystem - a social and entrepreneurial working environment
We provide the leading Workforce Management Solution for the retail and
hospitality industries in Europe using advanced forecasting based on AI, first-mover
technologies as iBeacon, and Machine Learning and forecasting compliance
features that assist with local labor laws. All the right tools to optimize retail
business - made for retailers, by retailers.
SameSystem consists of 40 people in Denmark and 30 people in Lithuania – about
120 people in total in Europe. All proud to be a part of our fast-growing, marketleading company. Here you can loudly voice your passion and hear the people
around you echo it.

We have a highly motivating working environment where we are eager to help each
other and celebrate our successes. You can look forward to participating in many
different social activities and fun company parties – we are a social bunch who likes
to spend time together.

Office and work hours
We trust you, and thus you are able to work remotely and manage your own work
hours. However, we like to work together, so we hope to see you at our new office
in Copenhagen NW or Vilnius, where there is catering and snacks.
This position is available from our office in Denmark and Lithuania.

Denmark: The office is located at Rentemestervej 2a, 2400 Copenhagen NV - close
to bus, train and subway. We also have parking spaces for bicycles, cars, scooters,
skateboards, segways or whatever you choose as your primary means of transport.
We sit in an open office landscape, close to the coffee and with a joint playlist on the
loudspeaker. So, you must have a broad taste in music or be a very open-minded
person. We like each other's company a lot, but we also have meeting rooms if you
need to create a different setting for your work, meeting, workshop, etc. We have a
foosball table, a fridge full of soft drinks, draft beer and 35 fantastic colleagues
waiting to welcome you!

Lithuania: The office is located in Park Town business center at Lvivo st. 105A,
Vilnius, with access to parking. The office is equipped with two meeting rooms for
the workshops that can also be used to have some privacy when you need to focus.
There are also plenty of ways to unplug and catch a breath like foosball, table tennis
and a stack of table games. Last but not least we provide daily catering and gym
memberships.

Anywhere else: We love diversity, so if you have the right mindset and the right set of
skills, then apply, no matter where you are based. Fully remote is available for the
right candidate.

Are you interested?
If you have any questions regarding the position, please contact Product design
Chapter lead Karolis Rimkus at karolis.rimkus@samesystem.com or +370 622
42116.
If you are interested, please send your CV and portfolio to
karolis.rimkus@samesystem.com. Start date is as soon as possible, so apply today.

We look forward to hearing from you!

